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Abstract. Tidal dissipation in planetary interiors is one of the key physical mechanisms
that drive the evolution of star-planet and planet-moon systems. Tidal dissipation in plan-
ets is intrinsically related to their internal structure. In particular, fluid and solid layers
behave differently under tidal forcing. Therefore, their respective dissipation reservoirs
have to be compared. In this work, we compute separately the contributions of the poten-
tial dense rocky/icy core and of the convective fluid envelope of gaseous giant planets, as
a function of core size and mass. We demonstrate that in general both mechanisms must
be taken into account.
1 Modelling the tidal dissipation mechanisms
We use a two-layer model that features a central planet A of mass Mp and mean radius Rp assumed
to be in moderate solid-body rotation Ω with 2 ≡ Ω2/
√
GMp/R3p  11. Its rocky (or icy) solid core
of radius Rc and density ρc is surrounded by a convective fluid envelope of density ρo — both are
assumed to be homogeneous for the sake of simplicity. A point-mass tidal perturber B of mass MB is
orbiting A with a mean motion n. The time-dependent tidal potential exerted by the companion leads
to two different dissipation mechanisms illustrated by Fig. 1 :
– first, we consider the viscoelastic dissipation in the solid core, for which we assume that the rhe-
ology follows the linear rheological model of Maxwell with a rigidity G and a viscosity η ; we
also assume that the surrounding envelope is inviscid and only applies hydrostatic pressure and
gravitational attraction on the core;
– then, the turbulent viscosity in the fluid convective envelope dissipates the kinetic energy of tidal
inertial waves propagating in that region. The restoring force of inertial waves is the Coriolis
acceleration and their frequency is smaller than the Coriolis frequency : ω ∈ [−2Ω, 2Ω]. Moreover,
their kinetic energy may concentrate and form shear layers around attractor cycles, which leads to
enhanced damping by turbulent viscosity. In order to compute the dissipation, the core is assumed
to be perfectly rigid.
Using [1,2,3], we compute for each of these mechanisms the “reservoir of dissipation”, a weighted
frequency-average of the imaginary part of the Love number k22(ω) = Φ
2
2
′
/U22 (which is the ratio at
r = Rp between the Y22 -components of the Eulerian perturbation Φ
′ of the self-potential of body A,
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1 In this regime, the Coriolis acceleration, which scales as Ω, is taken into account while the centrifugal accel-
eration, which scales as Ω2 is neglected.
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Fig. 1. Left : Gravitational forces (f1), internal constraints (f2) and hydrostatic pressure (f3) acting on the solid
core, which is deformed by the tidal force exerted by the companion. Right : Attractor formed by a path of
characteristics of inertial waves.
and of the tidal potential U) defined as
∫ +∞
−∞ Im
[
k22(ω)
]
dω
ω
=
∫ +∞
−∞
∣∣∣k22(ω)∣∣∣ /Q22(ω) dωω , where Q22(ω) is
the corresponding tidal quality factor.
2 Results
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Fig. 2. Left : Dissipation reservoirs for the viscoelastic (VE) dissipation in the core (red curve) and the turbulent
friction acting on inertial waves (IW) in the fluid envelope (blue curves) in Saturn-like planets as a function of
Rc/Rp, Ω, and G. We use Mc/Mp = 0.196. The vertical green line corresponds to Rc/Rp = 0.219. Right : Similar
to the left-side but now as a function of Mc/Mp with fixed Mp and Rp. We adopt Rc/Rp = 0.219. The vertical
green line corresponds to Mc/Mp = 0.196.
These plots show that in Saturn-like gaseous giant planets, the two distinct mechanisms exposed
earlier can both contribute to tidal dissipation, and that therefore none of them can be neglected in
general (see [4]). This demonstrates that it is necessary to build complete models of tidal dissipation
in planetary interiors from their centre to their surface without any arbitrary a-priori.
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